April’s research round-up:


   How do those hosting student placements in low-income countries perceive these placements?


2. **Barriers for setting up pulmonary rehabilitation in the Eastern Province of Saudi Arabia** by Mohammed Alsubaiei et al (2016)

   This article discusses the challenges of initiating pulmonary rehab in Saudi Arabia.

   **Find it at:** [http://thoracicmedicine.org/article.asp?issn=1817-1737;year=2016;volume=11;issue=2;spage=121;epage=127;aulast=Alsubaiei](http://thoracicmedicine.org/article.asp?issn=1817-1737;year=2016;volume=11;issue=2;spage=121;epage=127;aulast=Alsubaiei)

3. **Community based rehabilitation for people with physical and mental disabilities in low and middle income countries: a systematic review and meta analysis** by Valentina Iemmi et al (2016).

   What is the evidence for CBR in low and middle income countries and how conclusive is it?

   **Find it at:** [http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/19439342.2016.1157623](http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/19439342.2016.1157623)

4. **Developing inclusionary services for disabled people in Zimbabwe** by Edon Munsaka (2016)

   This book chapter considers disability in the context of citizenship.

   **Find it at:** [https://books.google.co.uk/books?hl=en&lrlang=en&id=wwfPCwAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&page=PA177&q=disability+AND+development&ots=GT0IYC2xNh&sig=DnYc15IQiO6_83jeB-k65KlnXEQ#v=onepage&q=disability%20AND%20development&f=false](https://books.google.co.uk/books?hl=en&lrlang=en&id=wwfPCwAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&page=PA177&q=disability+AND+development&ots=GT0IYC2xNh&sig=DnYc15IQiO6_83jeB-k65KlnXEQ#v=onepage&q=disability%20AND%20development&f=false)

As ever please contact us for more details or discussion on any of these papers at sarahpeck2013@gmail.com